
Club Activities@SBPS 

To hone the creativity of the students various club activities were organised in the premises 

of Sarala Birla Public School on 17th of August,2019. Emphasis was laid on the active 

participation of all students on various social, athletic and artistic clubs like- leadership and 

vigilance, junk modelling, shramdaan, gardening and Eco club, science innovation, maths 

club, IT, media and communication, first aid, skating, etc. Students were guided to discover 

and create their own understanding in their respective field of interest. In quiz and 

heritage, a small quiz was conducted on the cultural heritage of India and posters were 

also designed for the same. In cricket, football, firing and shooting club, students were 

given training on various techniques for the same. In movie and documentary, short 

motivational videos highlighting the day to day issues of society were shown. In media and 

communication, students of senior wing visited the office of a popular newspaper to learn 

the procedures involved in printing of newspaper while the primary wing students learnt 

to write reports on various topics. In gardening and Eco club, the students planted saplings 

in the school premises. In science and mathematics innovation club the senior children 

learnt the usage and application of electromagnetic induction while the junior students 

learnt to use the battery-operated torch and jet planes. In Robotics club, the students 

learnt the formation of lower arms and their movement while in shramdaan the students 

visited the horticulture department and prepared soil packets. In IT club the students 

learnt to design a kiddle while in Dramatics and script writing, students were taught the 

basic skills to write a script. In carpentry, students were acquainted with various tools used 

in carpentry while in junk modelling the senior students learnt the designing of junk wind 

car and the primary wing students made decorative baskets using plastic bottles. In legal 

literacy, a guest faculty from law institute was invited to guide the students related to 

various laws while the primary wing students were introduced about various fundamental 

rights and did poster making on the same.  

School Head Personnel and Admin Mr Pradip Varma said that such activities provide an 

opportunity to the students to learn and exhibit their potential in several activities other 

than academic excellence. 

School Principal Mrs Paramjit Kaur said that such activities are the integral part of the 

school curriculum which renders an opportunity to the students to attain their desired 

goals. Such experiential learning gives first hand knowledge to the students facilitating 

concept formation. 

  









 


